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COMPANY PROFILE

PT. CEMARA  SOLUSI  SUKSES  



Company Profile :

As a National Company in Indonesia which is engaged in Marketing

of Products and Services from affiliated partners.

Founded : August 5, 2020

With the name : PT CEMARA SOLUSI SUKSES

SIUP / NIB : 0220205860961

Office Address : Ruko Golden Madrid Blok D no.26,

Jl.Letnan Sutopo BSD sector XIV,

South Tangerang, 15310.

Office : 021- 5316 0529

Based on experience, we prioritize team collaboration with

professional standard and try to provide the best solution for each

Partners who are joined and work with us, so that the Parties can

achieve success solutions with optimal profits.

We have high hopes for fostering sustainable cooperation and

continues to grow with more and more good relationships that can

be a reference for our company.

Optimistically we do all of this in order to achieve the Vision, and

Mission what we want can be achieved.

Vision : To become a reliable marketing company in marketing

products / services of partners who are joined and in

within the company, as well as providing a Successful

Solution best for Partners in mutual benefits.

Mission: Increase company value with more Partners Our

Success, with Professional and Mutual Teamwork of

benefit for the stakeholders .

Motto : Always improve marketing performance for every moment

and to increase mutual benefits of Partners company.



Our company always puts Company Policy forward always

prioritizing health, safety and nature conservation so that the

Innovative Products and Services that we run with our customers

as our supporting partners, will have a positive impact on the

environment.

Board of Director:

President Director : Budiman, SE.

Experience in local and export Marketing in

Multinational Companies no. 3rd largest in

Korea for 13 years, As an Entrepreneur has

had Car wash services for 9 years, as a

Marketing in concrete panel companies, and

as Director at one of the apartment developers

in Tangerang.

Executive Advisor : Laurance Wong.

As an existing Singapore citizen , experienced

in the field of Mining Product Export and

Property for mor e than 30 years as Executive

Director in several property developer

companies well-known and leading in

Indonesia.

With the spirit of effective, positive, always maintaining

communication and build good relationships with all parties then

great Our hope is to move forward and continue to grow and

succeed together with all Our Success Partners.



The factory location is located in Solo, Central Java, Indonesia.

Operating since 2020 using the best technology, thus making the

production process more effective and efficient, so that with a

production capacity of 250 tons per month it is sufficient to do it

with only 12 workers.

The world's need for Coconut shell Charcoal briquet is increasing

from year to year, due to the increasing needs and variance of its

use such as for Sisha and Barberque in addition to the Boiler

Industry, this is due to the advantages of environmentally friendly

Coconut Charcoal.

Through strict and quality material selection, we are sure to make

the best product so that the product is safe to use for many

purposes which have several advantages such as smokeless / less

smoke from burning, odorless and tasteless, with high calories

above 7000 Calories with burning duration longer than 2.5 - 3

hours with stable heat.

Our Coconut Charcoal product has entered overseas markets such

as Korea, Japan and Europe. To further optimize the productivity of

our company, we are want to expand our market, so that we can

supply to more customers.

For this we are pleased to supply the needs to your Company.



The products / services that are currently incorporated in our

company that we market are Coconut Shell Charcoal Briquet.

Process 1.  Extrution Briquet Process 2.  Cutting Briquet

Process 3. Drying Briquet Process 4. Packing Plastic



Process 5. Storage Briquet Process 6. Packing Box

Ready for Delivery ProductPacking Plastic



Result  Testing : Dust White

Testing 1. Burning Duration Testing 2. Waste Burning Dust 




